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Discusses the technical and artistic aspects of painting portraits in pastels and provides
reproductions of works by masters

From Library JournalThis fine book covers color theory for beginners. Sidaway (The Instant
Artist) offers brief sections on the science of color, theory, and pigments, plus numerous color-
mixing charts in oils, acrylics, watercolors, gouache, soft pastels, pencils, and inks. Stephen
Quiller's book Color Choices: Making Color Sense Out of Color Theory, originally published in
cloth in 1989 and now out in paperback, is for the advanced artist who wants to experiment with
glazing methods or study the color theory of Rembrandt, Turner, Vermeer, Hopper, O'Keeffe,
and John Henry Twachtman. This inspiring, creative approach to color could well be
supplemented by David Pyle's What Every Artist Needs To Know About Paints & Colors, which
covers vital health and safety issues and the use of color in computer graphics.Copyright 2002
Reed Business Information, Inc.About the AuthorIan Sidaway has written and contributed to
many books and magazines specializing in watercolor, acrylic, oil, pastel, and drawing
techniques. He is the author of the best-selling Watercolor Pocket Studio kit. He lives in London,
England.
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Pastel Painting Atelier: Essential Lessons in Techniques, Practices, and Materials



Robert Carter, “Absolutely Fantastic! The old school knowledge coming from the great ....
Absolutely Fantastic! The old school knowledge coming from the great pastelists of the past as
well as today are simply invaluable! It's like being taught by the masters personally... One on
One! The art samples and demonstrations are priceless! This book is from the early 1970s....
So you will notice many more pastel companies exist today compared to the listing in the book,
but none the less, the info and wisdom behind the author is still great. Besides that, Mr Singer
is a great artist himself (or was, not sure if he's still living?). There are probably not many copies
in great shape still lying around. .. So if you can find one in great shape... Don't hesitate.... Grab it
immediately! Btw, I am a professional illustrator and art teacher, so I not one for just throwing
out compliments so freely! Sincerely..... Bob Carter.... Head instructor and owner of "The
Drawing Point "  Valrico FL”

Rosemary Degowin, “Worth buying. I am somewhat of a new-bie to painting and I have started
to collect books to use for information and to give me incentive to try my hand at painting. This
book did both. I put this book on my 'go-to-first shelf' I when need inspiration or tip on how to
complete my project. It's keeper and worth buying.”

lil fiddler, “Wonderful resource book. I took an art class where the artist had this book and he told
me it was out of print!  What a treasure to find it! Thank you!  Wonderful resource book.”

Jim F., “Five Stars. Excellent condition for a book more than 50 years old! Very happy with this.”

Avo, “Four Stars. Bought for my Wife - She recommends it”

rosmary windmill, “Five Stars. Lovely book”

The book by Robert Beverly Hale has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 17 people have provided feedback.
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